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TEST INSTALI-ATION TO DEì/-EI-OP A NE\ry MODELCONCEPTTO
MODEL AND CONTROL THE ENERGY AND MASS TRANSFER IN A
THREE DIMENSIONAL IMPERFECTLY MD(ED SPACE.
D. Berclqnens* , M. De Moor, B. De Moor'
Katholieke Universiteit l¡uvcn
Belgium

ST]MMARY

A new model conccpt has been developed to model the energr and mass transfer in
a three dimensional imperfectly mixed space. The model permits to predict the
dynamic behaviour of the volumetric concentration of heat flow and the ma-qs flon¡
and the fluid flow pattern as well. A laboratory test installation has been built to
measure the dynamic behaviour of the three dimensional air f,on, pattern within a
ventilated space. These mer¡surements are used to validate the model's capacity to
predict the behaviour of fluid flow pattern. The objective of this papcr is to describe
the test installation and the different measurement tcchniques being uscd. By doing
so the objcctive of this research project becomes clear while it shows what data can
be generated and used by other research tea¡ns.
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TEST INSTALI..A,TION TO DEVEI-OP A NEW MODEL CONCEPT TO
MODEL AND CONTROL THE ENERGY AND MASS TRANSFER IN A
THREE DIMENSIONAL IMPERFECTLY MIXED SPACE.
D. Berckmans*, M. De Moor, B. De Moor'
Katholieke Universiteit I¡uven
Belgium

I. PROBLEM

In the existing literature about the modelling of the response of the micro climate to

variations of the control inpus (ventilating rate and heat supply), different
quantitative models have been proposed. An important disadvantage of these
models is that they have too restrictive constraints to be useful for control purposes:
- In these models the perfect mixing of the room air is supposedÍ23271.
- The ventilating rate is considered to be constant level or is considered to be a
linear function of the room temperature [1,10]. For control purposes however, the

air flow rate is the most important non linear control input regarding the micro
climate at different positions in the room.
- In the proposed models, only the relatively slow variation in temperalure is
considered and in most cases the option of constant steady state is chosen [5,6,21].
It is shown that the simulation technique gives an excellent opporunity to get
deeper understanding in the dynamic behaviour of physical prooesses 17,12,281.
Indeed, the knowledge of the physical processes within a system is the essential link
to achieve better control. In this purposer many research has bcen done to study the
dynamic behaviour of air flow pattern within a ventilated space. In most cases the
main problem is to generate stable air flow patterns and to simulate physically the
dynamic behaviour in a repeatable way and this because of practical considerations.
A powerful tool to get deeper understanding in the dynamic behaviour is the
visualisation of the air flow pattern and control volurnes of temperature and
moisture (as defined by Berckmans [4]). The problem here is the gathering of
quantitative data. In literature research has been described about the quantification
of air flow pattems and the distribution of mass and energr in a ventilated space.
Often the flow visualisation is used to get a general, qualitative ovewiew of the flow

field.
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Today many modelslof air flow patterns and room airdistributionìare,developcd
using the powerful supercornputing techniques [18], while ihe proposed models only
are to be validated with the use of statistical techniques on flow visualisation data; ,

It is shown that quantitative data (measuremens and visualisation of flow patterns)
are needed to develop and validate useful algorithms to model the dynamic
response of physical micro-environmental factors in an imperfectly mixed fluid:

2. OBJECTÏVES

By combining the power of on-line modelling algorithms or

mathematical

identification procedures, with a model, part based on physical laws, the project is
focused on the modelling of the physical process of energr and mass transport in,a
non-perfectly mixed bio-space. The ñrst objective of this paper is to describe the
experimental installation and this for several reasons:
- Since a lot of measurements have been realised yet and more will be realised and
published, it is important to give a good description of the installation.
- Ttre description of the test installation gives the opportunity for other research
teams to propose other experiments.
- The test installation gives the opportunity to visualise fluid flows and distribution
of mass and energr in a quantitative way.
,

-

The installation¡gives the opportunity to 'test

algorithms and proposed

models: :-

i

and.,

validate diffcrent control
' ,¡,
,

. :t:

The second objective is to describe shortly the developed method:
- to visualise the air flow pattern
- to quantiry the (dynamic behaviour of) the three dimensional air flow.pattern

-to

visualiser'the control volumes (as deñned by Berckmans

temper¿ture and

humidigy. '

:
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following sections different aspects of this test installation will be explained,

TÏETESTCHAMBER

:.

.,

The purpose for which the testchamber was built, is to gcnerate stable air flow
patterns and to measure the transient behaviour from one air flow, pattern to
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ânother:r: To grarantee stable airflow- pattems different paraDeters must
cbnsidered- [n ,literature [8] the following rparameters that influence the air velocity
;
and ternperature are proposed:

r, )

- the geometry of the room
- the geometry, size and position of the air inlet
- the geometry, size and position of the air outlet
- the position of the heat production unit
- the surface temperature of the walls
- the temperature difference between the inside air

and

the fresh air entering the

room
- the velocity of the incoming air
the turbulence of the inside air

'

These items will be describcd in the following sections.

3.1.1 The geometry of the room

. :

'

.:,

One of the most important parameters to influence the air flow pattern, is the room
geometry. In literature speciñc scientific research was done on tle effect of tbe
room geometry to the air flow pattern. Different resea¡chers Í\3,15,16,17,221 used a

rectangular balk with'a,r' length-heigth fraction larger then one. They motivated
there choice e:çlicitly or implicitly by referring to real life- and production spaces,
whom mostly'ihave an rectangularsection. Despite ther'fact that tl¡e lenght-heigth
fraction is not explicitly included in the Archimedes number 122-231¡.there is some
influence on the airflow pattern. This inlluence was demonstrated by using the kepsilon model [20J. Nielsen concluded that an'increase of the lengrb-heigth fractio4
decreased the A¡chimedes number by 20 Vo only. In literature Í26271the influence
of the length-heigth fraction was shown on the Coanda-effect. It,was demorutrated
that the Coanda-offect disappears when the lengh of the room decreases.
Considering these conclusions, the following rtx)m geometry $ras taken (figure 1):
- the length-heigth fraction must be greater then one, i.e L= 3 m and H= 2 m.
- the width B= 15 m
3.12 The geometry and position of the air inlet
Tbe position and the,geornetry of the air inlet are of most importance generating a
stable air flow pattern. Coruequently different aspects of the air inlet must be taken
i
into account such as:
- the geometric form
-"the
- the

dimensions

position

'

.,

ì'i

,1. i ;: ,;

:r;

.i
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Figure

1:

Dimensions of the test installation

3.1.2.1 The geometric shape of the air inlet

Most researchers consider
appropriate form.

a

rectangular

air inlet (slot inlet) to be the most

3"1.22 The dimerciorc of the air inlet and the inlet verocity of the kcoming air

The dimensiors of the supply opening are dictated by the desired maximum
4ir

velocity. The influence of the coanda-effect and the effect of buoyancy are function
of the inlet velocity. In literarure l22l a veloøty of 5 m/s is proposed ro achieve a
stable, horizontal air flow pattern. The value of 3 m/s is suggested as an under limit
[13]. with a given ma¡rirnum air flow rare in our testchamber of 320 m3/h, it was
decided to take 0.02 m2 as size of the supply opening. Based on recommendarions in
literature Í16,17,?2,251the horizontal dimensions (width) of the supply opening of I
m is taken (figure l).
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3.1.2.3 The position of the air inlet

The position of the air inlet'above ihe floor, is an imþortant parameter ¡n tsalising a
stable air flow pattern. In literature [15] it is mentioned that the height above the
ground is function, of the air inlet velocity and function of the angle of the ceiling in
relation to the vertical wall. Different rules are mentioned to define the height of
the air inlet. I-eonard and Mc Quitty [16], determined that the air flow pattern will
attach to the ceiling when the air supply opening is installed on a distance below the
ceiling of four times the width of the supply opening. They concluded that no
influence was found of the Coanda effect when the ai¡ inlet opening was positioned
0.6 m below the ceiling. Their main conclusion s'as that more research hâd to be
done "to determine the distance of the orifice below the ceiling beyond which jets
will not attacli...". Based on the experimental testchamber of l-eonard and Mc Quitty
[16] the air supply opening is installed on 1.55 m above the glound (figure 1).
3.13 Position of the external heat production

In literature many researcli is described regarding t'tre poiition of the heat supply
unit [2ó] and the influence on the separation point of the-air flow pattern. It is
concluded that a main influence can be seen on the generated air flow pattern when
installing the heating element on the same wall as the air supply opening: the air
flow pattern sticks much better to the ceiling when the heat production is turned.on.
This effect could not be seen when positioning the external heat production on the
wall facing the air supply opening. Consequently a heating element (2500 Watt) has
been installed under the air inlet. (figure 2)
3.1.4 The surface temperature of the walls

To minimize the disturbing influence of the walls on the air flow pattern as caused
by the surface temperature of the walls, a second building envelope is built
surroundingtthe primary testchamber. The temperature in tbe interspace between
the two test chambers is controlled in order to reduce the conduction of heat trough
1'
the walls of the internal tes't chamber.

3.1i5 The ûemperatur€ difference between the ins¡de air and the incoming
,,

-

'

I

j

air

,

Thê temperature of the'incoming air is calculated from the corrected A¡chimedes
numblrlo'generate a ståble air flow pattern. The temperature of the incoming air is
controlled by a cooling installation. In this way, it is tried to generate stable irir flow
pattems when using different inlet temperatures. Indeed, the cooling installation is
dimensioned to eruiure a range of inlet temperatures to be used.
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Figure 2: Representation of the different parts in the test installation

l. Ai¡ I¡lct (slot ialct). 2. Exernal heat production. 3. Inter¡al beat production. 4. Intcrnal moistu¡e
producrion.5. Support of thc tempcraturc and humidity s€nsors. 6. Air outlet

3.1.6

the turbulence of the inside eir

Turbulence caused by moving persons or animals and chinl$ are not taken into
account in this study. The test installation is free of any moving objea and of chinks
that can cause turbulences.
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MEASUREMENT oF THE DIFFERENT IN. AND oUTPUT VARIABLES

The input variables as measured in the testchamber are (figure 3):
- air flow rate
- temperature of the incoming air
- relative humidity of the incoming air
- heat supply
- internal heat production
- internal moisture production
- pressure difference between the testcharnber and

the

envelope

The considered output variables are:
j
- temperature and relative hurnidity of the room air
- the quantified air flow pattern
- the three-dimensional distribution of the temperature and humidity
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Figure 3: Schedule of lhe ¡est installation

l. Mi¡icomputer (monitor,
for digital aad analog

fìoppy disc, to store a¡d visualise the measu¡ed data). 2. Parallel-in¡erface

3. Sc¿¡- and mcal¡urencnt unit. 4. Minicomputcr (to cont¡ol aod
Eeasr¡re the produced ai¡ flow rate). 5. S¡cpmotor to control the position of the cone, r¡sed as
diapbragm.6. Cone, used as diaphragm, to producc the dcsircd air flow rate. 7. Ccntrifugal faq to
gencrate ¿ vs¡til¿ting rate. t. Cooli¡g installation to control the i¡lct tcmperalùe. 9. Diffcrcntial
sigaals.

pressure tra¡sduccr to measure pressr¡¡e diffc¡cncc bctwec¡ thc ¡cstchamber aqd the cnvelope. 10.

Cont¡ol- a¡d mcasurement unit 6f ùs cooling i¡stallation. ll. Conuol- a¡d mcasuremcnt unit of tàe
heating element. 12. Air, inlet (slotrinlet). lil. Heati"g element. l{. Three ¡lin6¡5i6¡¿l grid of
temperatu¡c and humidity ser¡sors. 15. Aluminiur¡ scmi conducto¡ beasink to provide i¡teraal heat
production. 16. Uodccp water reservoi¡ with a st¡camcr cootaid¡g hot watc¡ to getrcrate the i¡tcrpal
moistu¡e produaion. 17. Unit ¡o con¡rol a¡d mcasurc the anou¡t of watcr supplicd to the uldçcp

lt. Water pump. 19. Watcr
production. r; r r.
water ¡eservoi¡.

supply rcsrevoi¡.20.,Powei supplics

fo¡,i¡¡crnal

,;

.

heat
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32.1 Measurtment of the sir flow rete

To measure the air flow rate a sharped orifice is used. By measuring'the pressure
drop over this orifice, the air flow rate is calculated. The orifice was constructed and

built accordingly to the international standards DIN 1952 and NBN 688 [9,19]. To
produce the desired air flow tate, a cone is used as a diaphragrn. This cone can be
positioned by steering a stepmotor (figure 3). In the control system the measured air
flow rate is calculated using the air temperature, the relative humidity,of the air and
the atmospheric static pressure. The system of air flow rate production and
me¿ßurement has an accuracy of

O

m3/tr.

322 Internal heat production
The amount of heat supplied to tbe room can be varied between 100 and ó00 watt
1241. lt has been tried to reduce the dimensions of the heating elements in an effort
to minimize the obstructions for the air flow. Conventional solutions to simulate the

internal heat productior¡ therefore were not appropriate. To determine the
temperature of the heating surface, one must consider the physiological
implications. Randall 121,22,231simulated living ocanpans by using butylsacs ñllcd
up with $/ann water. The surface temperature of his "animals' varied between 28.5
and 39.5 degrees Celsius. Based on in literature [13,16] a surface temperature of the
heating surfaces of 30.5 degrees Celsius \ryas to be taken. To provide this surface

a maximum surface-volume ratio, it was decided to built
aluminium semiconductor hcatsinls. On these heasinks low voltage pou'er resiston
wcre installed to dissipate the desired heat. By measuring the supplied power to
these resistors a global measurement of the internal heat production became
possible. The measurement and production of the internal heat produaion has an
accuracJ of I Watt.
temperature and

323 lntemal moistu¡e production
The production of moisture in the testchamber was conceived by indirea heating of
water. ¡d streaner with hot water, with a dianneter of the tubes of 4 mnl built in a
specific form to provide maximal heat dissipation to the surrounding water, is placed
in an undeep water-reservoir (0.03 1.80 f.40 m). Using this sr'6tem it bccomes
posiblc to evaporate a large quantity of water in an homogeneous way by covering
a large surface. The control of the water flow to be evaporated is done by measuring
the level in the water reservoir. The water supplied to the reservoir, to maintain the
desiîed?þvel, is weighted. In,this way the qüantity of evaporated ware¡ during the
exþerimeht can bè rheâsured.'Controlling the amount of evaporated wa¡er can be

'

'

409'

done by controlling the inlet temperature of the hot water or by regulating the flow
i,i'.
rate of the water in the streamer (figure
The flow rate of the water can be installed at different levels, varying from 0.3 l/h to
L.3l/h. The maximum,inlet temperature of the r¡¿ater in the streamer is 55 degrees
Celsius. When'this,temPerature is used to evaporate water in the reservoir, the
arhount of water evaporated is 0.5 l/h.

3).

33.4 Measurement of the t€mp€rsturc of the inside

,

air

;

-

,i

A

to measure the temperature
thermocouples. These sensoni did meet the following

previous survey about the appropriate sensors

resulted

in the

choice

of

characteristics:
.ll

- low response time
- good linearity
- high mechanical strength
- long life time
-.minimal dimensions to reduce air flow pattern obstructions

Taking into account these specifications, a thermocouple type EI-P (Constantan'
ChrOmel) was selected. The accurag is + 0.1 degrees Celsius. The time consUmt is
less then l,second.
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Measu¡cment of'the relative humidity of the inside air

The specifications postulated regarding the choice of the hurlidity sensors wgre:
- measurement accuracy of.5 Vo
- low response time (time constant less then one second)
- good repeatability and stability
- minimal dimensions
- simple c¿libration
.,

!

Following these'conditions,,relative humidity sensors (Transmicor 131) based on a
change of electrical capacity, were chosen. The sensors were calibrated using a
calibration installation shown in figure 4. To instatl different levels of humidity
several salt solutions were used. By solving salt in water the vapour pressure reduces
[la]. The salt solutions were conserved in airtight PVC-containers. The differcnt
trarsducers.were installed above thejsalt solution in the,PVC'container and the
resultingrcurrent was measured. In this way, Calibratio-n surves we¡e detefrnined
given the relationrbetween humidity and output curent or outPut r,'oltage. UsingtþiS

410

calibration method, it could be deduced that the R2 of the linear function that exist.
between the output voltage and the measured humidity was 0.99 as an average and
that the sensors have a statisticål accuracy of. x 2.25 vo Relative Humidity. The
calibration curve for each individual sensor is used in the datalogger.

arr

transducer cable

punP

neåBurenent unit
RS232

transducer

SCan unr,t

power supply

salt solution
huroiCity analyser

Figure 4: Calibration installation used to calibrate to humidity sensors

Figure 5: Representation of the sensor positioru

4Lt

32.6.Support¡-of the sensors

The total number of sensors in the testehamber is 144, positioned in a th¡ee
dimensional grid of 72 measuring poins. Each measuring point is provided with a
temperature sensor and a relative humidity sensor since the model uses an eners/
in four equidistant planes above the
reference plane, using 18 Inox aerials, divided in three rows of 6 aerials. To whole
system is self suppo¡'ting which means that any connection to the walls of the
testchamber is avoided (figure 5).

and mass equation. Sensors are installed

3¿.7 Deta-acquisition

The data-acquisition is achieved using an intelligent measurement and

data

collection unit developed for industrial and scientific data acquisition applications.
This data acquisition system can measure different variables:
- DC-voltage
- DC-current
- Temperature (thermocouples)
- Strain Gauges
- Digital

inpus

The measurement is carried out by a analog to digital cþnvertor that can be
programmed to provide either 16 or 14 bis of resolution and is sensitive to 0.625
mic¡ovolt. Measurement speed can be programmed from 40 readings/sec to 400
readings/sec with associated degradation in noise rejection and resolution. All the
channels ofthe datalog system can be controlled individually and configurated using
tailor made software (figure 3).

3J VISUALISAT¡oN

OF THE ACQUIRED

I}ATÀ

The analysis of the measured data will consist in testing the ney model concept to
model the three dimensidnal energl,and mass transfer in a non-perfectly mixed
fluid. Any physical interpretation of a conceived model dcmands a deep insight in
the processes that take place in the test installation. In the considered mbdel
concept the notion of control volume (deñned by.Serckmans [a]) is of rnajor
importance. At the laboratory of Agriorltural Buildings Research software has.beçg
developed to visualise the measured data in three dimensions, to show the control
volumes of humidity and temperature, and to visualise the dynamic behaviour of
these control volumes as well. An output of this computer progam is showq in
6gure ó.
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Figure 6: Visualisation of the distribution of the room air temperature

3.4 VISUALISATION OF THE AIR. F'IÆTV PATTERN

One of the strengths of the model concept is the capability of modclling the dynamic
behaviour of the air flow pattern. Consequently it has been tried to visualise and to
quantiry the (dynamic behaviour of) air flow patterns. A,previous suney about the,
methods to visualise the air flow patten¡ resulted in,using the smoke TCl4. By
doing so the air flow pattern c¿n be filmed and the produced images are digitised.
using the digitat images of rhe smoke partenl it is possible to quantify the
generated airllow pattern by calculating the centerline of the,visualised air flow
patterns. In this way, different air florw patterns can be quantified, ca¡r be compared
to each other and fTnally can be checked with thermeasured data. The developed
procedure can be used for steady state air'flow pattems and for transient behaviour
as

well.

4t3

caliulaced centerlinei'

Air inle

Support

of the

sensors

ExtêÌna1 heat production

Figure 7: Output of theair flow visualisation program with the c¿lculated centerline

4. CONCLUSIONS

A new model concept has been developed to model the energr and mass transfer in
an imperfectly mixed fluid [a]. The model permits to predict the dynamic behaviour
of the volumetric concentration of heat flow, mass flow and the fluid flow pattern as
, 'i
'
well. Therefore a laboratory test.room has been built: 'r ,'

'

[4]

i
- to visualise the contr,ol volumes as defined ir.l the rnodel concept
- to visualise the air.flow pattern
'r-,'r ;'''
- to quantify the,three dimensional air flow
- to do measurements on the steady state and the transient behaviour of the inside'
temperature, humidity and air flow pattern. to validate the models capacity .to
ì
.¡
predia the air flow
The measurements, backed up with a quantitative visualisation of the fluid patterns
and ,distribution, of mass and eners/ in'the test chamber, permit to gain deeper
understanding in the physical processes behind the dynamic behaviour of air flow
patterns, in relation to the room air

.

pattern

pattern.

.

distribution'

r

t

:'

¡!

.
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